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Dutch finally 
don masks amid
second wave 
THE HAGUE: A rare sight has begun to appear in
Dutch cities: people wearing masks. Since the start of
the coronavirus pandemic, the famously liberal
Netherlands has held out against the strict measures
imposed by its European neighbors. But with the
country gripped by a second wave of infections, the
Dutch government has made an abrupt U-turn, advis-
ing people to wear face coverings in all indoor
spaces.

Prime Minister Mark Rutte this week “urgently rec-
ommended” that masks be worn in supermarkets,
museums and railway stations. “I find it uncomfortable,
but I’m wearing one because I don’t want to be quar-
antined,” teacher Maria Houweling said in one of The
Hague’s main shopping streets. Houweling, 48, said she
thought mask-wearing should to be compulsory as it is
in many countries including France, Spain and Italy.
That is a step the Dutch government has yet to take,
except on public transport, fearing the economic con-
sequences as well as a public backlash ahead of elec-
tions next March.

Second wave 
The Dutch government has been widely accused of

dragging its feet over the measures, long opting
instead for what Rutte dubbed an “intelligent lock-
down” and insisting there was no scientific basis for
ordering people to wear masks. But as new infections
pass 3,000 a day, and with several European countries
imposing travel restrictions on people coming from the
Netherlands, the government was forced to act. 

On Monday, Rutte announced that all bars and
restaurants must close from 10 pm for three weeks, and
said fans would be banned from sports matches. He
also advised people to wear masks in supermarkets in
the country’s three biggest cities, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam and The Hague. Then, in a shambolic turn-
around under pressure from parliament just two days
later, Rutte called on people to don masks “anywhere
you can’t see the sky”.

Rutte however stopped short of ordering people to
wear masks, leaving it to shops to bar entry to people
without them - which most supermarkets promptly
said they would not do. The Liberal premier himself
remained sceptical, saying that it was “not as if that
(obliging people to wear masks) worked well in France
and Spain.”  Experts say, however, that action was
needed to curb the trend of rising infections.

“In the last month, we have seen a steep rise in the
number of Covid-19 cases in The Netherlands,” said
Susan van den Hof, head of the center for epidemiolo-
gy and surveillance of infectious diseases at the RIVM,
the Dutch public health authority. “We’re really at the
start of the second wave now, especially since we do
see an increase in hospitalizations and number of peo-
ple admitted to the intensive care,” she told AFP.

The Netherlands has recorded 117,551 cases since
the pandemic began, with 6,393 deaths, according to
official figures. Van den Hof said the relaxation of rules
over the summer across Europe had led to an earlier-
than-expected new surge, and that they now expected
a “busy period” in hospitals over the winter. But she
added that it was “never too late to curb the trend that
we see”. “If people start taking measures seriously and
more severe measures will be put in place for every-
one... there is still time to change,” she added. —AFP

BRUSSELS: EU leaders agreed to impose sanc-
tions against members of the Belarus regime on
Friday and fired a warning at Turkey over its gas
drilling activities in the eastern Mediterranean. In a
summit statement hammered out over more than six
hours of haggling, the 27 leaders warned Ankara it
could face “immediate” sanctions if it persists with
gas exploration in Cypriot waters. The statement
was enough for Nicosia to lift its veto on separate,
long-delayed sanctions over the crisis in Belarus,
which officials say will now come into effect on
Friday.

But EU leaders voted against imposing restric-
tions on President Lukashenko himself, instead
issuing travel bans and freezing the assets of some
40 Belarusian officials. The first night of the two-
day European Union
summit was dominated by
the bloc’s fraught ties
with Ankara, which is
embroiled in a dangerous
maritime stand-off with
Greece and Cyprus.

Adopting a carrot and
stick approach, the lead-
ers’ statement offers
Ankara the prospect of
closer ties and better
trade if it commits to
“pursuing dialogue in good faith and abstaining
from unilateral actions”. But it warns that the EU is
prepared to use sanctions - possibly including
broad-based economic measures - if Turkey per-
sists with what Brussels sees as the illegal infringe-
ment of Cypriot waters.

“In case of such renewed actions by Ankara the
EU will use all its instruments and options available.
We have a toolbox that we can apply immediately,”
European Commission President Ursula von der
Leyen told reporters after the summit. But previous
EU warnings, and sanctions on individuals involved

in the drilling, have done little to deter Ankara and
the final statement falls some way short of the
immediate action Nicosia had pushed for.

Erdogan defiant 
Before the summit, Turkish President Recep

Tayyip Erdogan struck a defiant note, telling his
parliament that the EU had made itself a “hostage”
of the “spoiled Greeks and the Greek Cypriot
administration”. He vowed to maintain his “deter-
mined approach”. The EU leaders have agreed to
“closely monitor developments” in the eastern
Mediterranean and revert to the matter at another
summit in December.

Despite the growing tensions with Erdogan’s
government, the EU is wary of alienating an impor-

tant neighbor and NATO
member which played a
crucial role in ending the
continent’s 2015-16
migrant crisis. Germany’s
Chancellor Angela Merkel,
who has led a diplomatic
outreach, was keen to
stress that the potential
remains for improved rela-
tions. “We also want to
take this positive agenda
forward, because we are

aware of the importance of strategic relations with
Turkey, despite all the differences,” she said.

Turkey-Greece tensions have eased slightly,
with the two sides agreeing to resume long-
stalled talks and on Thursday they set up a mili-
tary hotline at NATO to avoid any accidental
clashes in the area. The EU leaders welcomed
these steps and called for the efforts to be “sus-
tained and broadened”. Further complicating the
Turkey talks are allegations of meddling by
Ankara in the conflict in Nagorny Karabakh,
where nearly 130 people have been killed in a

flare-up between Armenia and Azerbaijan.
French President Emmanuel Macron demanded

Turkey explain what he said was the arrival of
Syrian jihadist fighters in Azerbaijan. “A red line has
been crossed, which is unacceptable,” he said. “I
urge all NATO partners to face up to the behavior
of a NATO member.”

Belarus blockage cleared 
The agreement on Turkey persuaded Cyprus

to lift the veto which it had imposed on sanc-

tions over the Belarus political crisis to try to
get more EU measures against Ankara over its
drilling activity. The EU will now impose asset
freezes and travel bans on around 40 members
of President Alexander Lukashenko’s regime
whom it blames for rigging the August 9 elec-
tion and cracking down on protests afterwards.
But, unl ike Britain and Canada, which have
already sanctioned Belarus officials, the EU
will not be imposing measures on Lukashenko
himself.  —AFP

Turkey, Greece set up military hotline at NATO

EU leaders back Belarus 
sanctions, warn Turkey

BRUSSELS: Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel gives a press conference on the second day of a
European Union summit at the European Council building yesterday. —AFP

Macron says Islam 
‘in crisis’, unveils 
anti-radicalism plan
LES MUREAUX, France: President Emmanuel
Macron unveiled a plan yesterday to defend
France’s secular values against Islamist radicalism,
describing Islam as a religion “in crisis” all over the
world. In a long-awaited address, Macron insisted
“no concessions” would be made in a new drive to
push religion out of education and the public sec-
tor in France. “Islam is a religion that is in crisis all
over the world today, we are not just seeing this in
our country,” he said.

He announced that the government would pres-
ent a bill in December to strengthen a 1905 law
that officially separated church and state in France.
The measures, Macron said, were aimed at
addressing a problem of growing Islamic radical-
ization in France and improving “our ability to live
together”. “Secularism is the cement of a united

France,” he insisted, but added that there was no
sense in stigmatizing all Muslim believers.

The law permits people to belong to any faith of
their choosing, Macron said, but outward displays
of religious affiliation can under no circumstances
be allowed in schools or the public service. He
announced that France would seek to “liberate”
Islam in France from foreign influences by improv-
ing oversight of the financing of mosques. There
would also be closer scrutiny of schools and asso-
ciations exclusively serving religious communities.

France has in recent years been forced to take a
hard look at its core republican values, perceived
by many to be threatened by Islam in the wake of a
string of terror attacks since 2015 targeting secular
liberties such as freedom of expression. Macron
was speaking one week after a man wounded two
people in a meat cleaver attack outside the former
Paris offices of the Charlie Hebdo satirical weekly
which was condemned by the government as an act
of “Islamist terrorism”.

Staff at Charlie Hebdo were massacred in Jan
2015 by Islamist gunmen seeking to avenge its
publication of caricatures of Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH). In January, a renewed debate about free-

dom of expression erupted when a teenager
received death threats for attacking Islam in an
expletive-laden Instagram rant. And earlier this
month, divisions were highlighted when MPs
walked out when a university student entered par-
liament in a headscarf. —AFP

LES MUREAUX, France: French President Emmanuel
Macron speaks to youngsters standing in line outside
the ‘la Maison des habitants’ (MDH) northwest of Paris
yesterday. —AFP

Constitutional vote 
for ‘New Republic’ 
splits Algeria
ALGIERS: Algeria is readying for a constitutional
referendum that the establishment says will usher in
a “New Republic” and boost freedoms, but the
opposition dismisses as window-dressing by a
repressive regime. With a month to go before the
Nov 1 vote, many ordinary Algerians - struggling
during a deep economic crisis that has seen unem-
ployment soar - appear unaware of the technical
details of the government’s proposals.

And opposition leaders say President
Abdelmadjid Tebboune’s flagship initiative fails to
provide meaningful political change in the North
African nation. “It is yet another coup against popu-
lar sovereignty,” said Djamal Bahloul, of the Front of
Socialist Forces (FFS), Algeria’s oldest opposition
party. “The authorities continue to concoct consti-
tutions through technical commissions or experts -
while ignoring the people.”

An unprecedented protest movement, known as
“Hirak”, mobilised from Feb 2019 and in April that
year people massed in their hundreds of thousands
to force veteran ruler Abdelaziz Bouteflika to resign
after two decades in power. Tebboune won a presi-
dential election in December, but the protest move-
ment boycotted a vote it derided as a sham and
even the official turnout was less than 40 percent.  

Tebboune served as prime minister under
Bouteflika and is seen by protesters as emblematic
of an old regime that they want to dismantle.
Peaceful demonstrations continued, until the need to
social distance brought a curtain down on street
mobilisations earlier this year.

‘Radical change’ 
In a bid to shore up his mandate, Tebboune

pledged to revise the constitution - which
Bouteflika modified for his needs - and allow people
to approve or reject proposals in a referendum. In
January, the president appointed a commission of
constitutional experts, who held consultations with
political parties and civil society leaders. The com-
mission submitted its proposals in March, and the
draft changes were adopted without debate by par-
liament in early September.

The government claims it offers “radical change in
the mode of governance” by better separating pow-
ers and boosting transparency. Critics point out that
parliament remains dominated by two allied parties
who held power under the old regime. They are the
National Liberation Front (FLN), Bouteflika’s party,
and the Democratic National Rally (RND). —AFP

ALGIERS: A file photo taken on April 19, 2019 shows
Algerians, waving national flags and anti-corruption
placards, marching during an anti-government
demonstration. —AFP
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Belgian king’s 
daughter wins 
fight to be princess
BRUSSELS: A Belgian artist has won a seven-year
legal battle to be confirmed as a princess and the offi-
cial daughter of former king Albert II, her lawyer said
Thursday. Delphine Boel, 52, becomes Delphine Saxe-
Cobourg after a Brussels appeal court endorsed the
results of a DNA test, lawyer Marc Uyttendaele told
AFP. “The court affirms that King Albert II is her
father,” the lawyer said, a claim confirmed by a judicial
source. “She will henceforth bear the patronym of
Saxe-Cobourg. Her other requests that she be treated
on the same footing as her brothers and sister were
also granted,” he said.

Albert II, King of the Belgians, reigned between
1993 and 2013 before abdicating in favor of his legiti-

mate son Philippe, the country’s current monarch. Boel,
a sculptor, had been reported to be Albert’s illegitimate
daughter since the 1990s - or as she once put it his
“dirty laundry” - but it was only last year that a court
obliged him to submit a DNA sample.

“She is delighted with this court decision, which puts
an end to a lengthy procedure that was particularly
painful for her and her family,” the lawyer said. “A judicial
victory will never replace a father’s love, but it does offer
a sense of justice, which is further strengthened by the
fact that many more children who have gone through
similar ordeals may be able to find the strength to face
them.” The lawyer said that Boel would address the
media next week, when she had gathered her strength.
Albert, now 86, acknowledged in January that he was
Boel’s father after a DNA test came back positive, ending
a paternity battle that had dragged on for seven years.
But the court case continued, as she sought recognition
as “Her Royal Highness Delphine de Saxe-Cobourg”. 

The judicial source told AFP that her children will
now become known as prince and princess of
Belgium. In August, she gave an interview with AFP at

a retrospective of her work in the upmarket Belgian
seaside resort of Knokke. After living in London from
the age of eight with her mother Baroness Sybille de
Selys Longchamps, Boel considers herself “Anglo-
Belgian” and speaks English with almost no trace of
an accent. —AFP

Delphine Boel                         King Albert II 


